LEARNING CARD

Bringing leisure time and media practices into the
classroom
Description

This lesson plan aims to decrease the gap between formal and informal learning. With
this activity, teachers can learn about students’ interests and practices outside school in
order to use them in the teaching process.

Tag

• Media
• Videogames

Skills

PERFORMANCE
• Play videogames (in-game individual skills)
CONTENT MANAGEMENT
• Search, select and download
INDIVIDUAL MANAGEMENT
• Self-manage
MEDIA AND TECHNOLOGY
• Recognize and describe
• Evaluate and reﬂect

Learning areas • Social Sciences
Card language • Spanish
• English

Structure
Sessions

2

Duration

45' (Variable)

Number of participants

10-30

Age

• 14-16
• 17-18

Materials

• Pen, paper, pencils
• Cardboards
• Mobile phones, tablets or computers
• Wi-Fi or Internet connection

Process
Key questions

• What do you learn in your leisure time, through your media practices (being on social media, watching videos on YouTube, chatting in an online community, playing a videogame, writing stories in wattpad, recording videos, taking photos…)?
• Have your media practices helped you in school?
• Do you think your leisure time activities should be considered by the teachers in the classrooms? Why or why not?
• Should the things that you like to do outside school be important for learning inside the classroom?
• Imagine how a teacher could use one of your leisure activities in the classroom with pedagogical goals.

Development

Introduction – 25’
Divide students into 4 groups. Students will participate in a “world café” (http://www.theworldcafe.com/key-concepts-resources/world-cafe-method/), discussing a given topic and writing down the main ideas of the conversation. There are four tables, around which each group should gather. Above the table, there is a cardboard with a diﬀerent question/challenge.
Each group has 5 minutes to discuss and write down the main ideas. When the time is over, groups should leave the table (and the cardboard) where they are and go to another table (just the opinions/ideas that are not written down yet should be added). Therefore, each cardboard will have the perspectives of all the groups. The process is repeated until every
group has been at every table. At the end, the teacher asks four volunteers to read the ideas written on the four cardboards.
The questions/challenges on the cardboards (one question per cardboard) are those written in ‘speciﬁc questions’ (see above).
The teacher comments on the results – if students don’t think they learn with their media practices, teacher should encourage their reﬂection (for sure they learn things, like improving English, collaborating, concentrating…). He/she should explain why it is important to cross both worlds (school and informal learning strategies), reminding them of concepts like the
“parallel school” (Louis Porcher) and the role school is supposed to play in the formation of citizens (not only professionals).
He/ she should also explain that, for example, videogames are being used by some teachers (even in higher education) in the classrooms (see below: references for teachers). (10’).
Before suggesting the exercise, the teacher should explain what are serious games and immersive journalism and their importance. The exercise that participants will do is related to this, but also to the school subject.
Each group is challenged to play an online serious game about a conﬂict or world problem. Students can start by exploring the game in classroom and keep doing it after school time. In the next class, the groups should choose a spokesperson who explains to other colleagues what the game they played is about, and what they learnt by playing it.
Each group should also contextualize the game’s theme. (10’).
The serious games suggested for the classroom are:
- The Migrant Trail – about the emigration between México and USA: http://theundocumented.com/
- Against All Odds – about refugees’ life: http://www.playagainstallodds.ca/
- Darfur is Dying – about humanitarian crisis and war in Darfur: http://www.darfurisdying.com/
- Ayiti The Cost of life – about the cost of living in Haiti: https://ayiti.globalkids.org/game/

Evaluation

In the second part of the activity, groups should present the game they played, the problematic addressed by the game, and the research done about the topic. The teacher should evaluate the presentations and add important facts that students forget. In this moment, after participants experience an informal learning strategy inside the classroom and as
homework, the teacher and students should reﬂect again about whether approaches like this are important. (45’).

References for professors

• Media Education Guidance (http://www.dge.mec.pt/sites/default/ﬁles/ECidadania/Referenciais/media_education_guidance_dge_pt.pdf)
Change Gamers: http://www.changegamer.ca/
Pinto, M. & Ferreira, P. (2017), Use of videogames in higher education in Portugal: a literature review: https://www.fpce.up.pt/ciie/sites/default/ﬁles/Challenges17JOSEES.pdf
What video games have to teach us about learning and literacy, by James Paul Gee, 2003
https://s3.amazonaws.com/academia.edu.documents/37415875/What_Video_Games_Have_to_Teach_us_About_Learning_and_Literacy.pdf?AWSAccessKeyId=AKIAIWOWYYGZ2Y53UL3A&Expires=1520248655&Signature=dNrob2fnB493ASG3cx2Kb4xBSrI%3D&response-content-disposition=inline%3B%20ﬁlename%3DWhat_Video_Games_Have_to_Teach_Us_About.pdf
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